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Bosch Introduces the Bosch Control, an InternetConnected Smart Room Thermostat
For complete control of heating and hot water, the Bosch
Control provides complete temperature control from almost
anywhere with compatible mobile device
 For use with Bosch or Buderus condensing boilers
 Precisely controls boiler operation for fuel savings
 App allows remote adjustments and fuel consumption information
 Weather compensation feature further boosts efficiency
 Presence detection feature detects when residents are at home for added fuel savings

Londonderry, NH - The Bosch Control – Smart Room Thermostat allows for
precise temperature control from anywhere in the world and can be used remotely
with compatible smartphones or tablets. It also comes with its own intuitive app that
can be downloaded for free.
The Bosch Control interfaces with compatible Bosch and Buderus condensing
boilers and allows the user to control both heating and hot water settings (on/off) for
greater energy savings. It employs Energy Management System (EMS) technology
that matches the boiler output with user demand. It has been designed to work with
residential condensing Bosch Greenstar Series boilers and Buderus GB142 and
GB162 boilers.
The Bosch Control programmable room thermostat comes with an integrated
temperature sensor and remote boiler control, all in one device, controlled via an
easy-to-use touchscreen. The Bosch Control App can show the homeowner the
desired scheduled settings as well as the outdoor temperature, current space
heating or domestic hot water production status and overall energy consumption, all
at a glance.
Up to five mobile devices can be connected to the Bosch Control. Through its
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presence detection feature, the Smart Control can detect when occupants are at
home or away to ensure indoor comfort. When away on vacation, programming for
reduced use can be set up by simply entering a start and end date.
The sleek black glass wall-mounted rectangular panel is simple for a professional to
install and connects to Bosch or Buderus condensing boilers using standard
two-wired connections to the boiler.
Unlike other smart room thermostats on the market, the Bosch Control is the only
thermostat of its type that can adjust the flow temperature of the boiler to the
minimum level required to enhance condensing operation, yet still maintain the
required room comfort level. It can do this in two ways - utilizing demand
compensation or weather compensation.
Its weather compensation feature for outdoor reset boosts energy savings even
further by using local online weather data or an outdoor sensor connected to the
heat source to automatically adjust the home’s heating to the most economical
level, increasing the temperature of the boiler output when the weather gets cold,
and decreasing it when it warms up again. All this is accomplished with or without a
hard-wired sensor on the outside wall of the home.
Through an easy-to-use free App, homeowners can take complete control of their
heating and hot water, whether at home, at work or away. The App, which is
compatible with Apple IOS or Android 4.0.3 or higher, not only allows remote
adjustment of heating and hot water settings but also provides valuable information
on gas consumption for both heating and hot water, helping homeowners to manage
utility bills and reduce energy usage.
For more information on the new Bosch Control - Smart Thermostat, visit
www.boschheatingandcooling.com.
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About Bosch Thermotechnology
Bosch Thermotechnology is a leading source of high quality cooling and heating
systems, including tankless, point-of-use and electric water heaters, floor-standing and
wall-hung boilers, Bosch and FHP water source geothermal heat pump systems as well as
controls and accessories for every product line.
Bosch Thermotechnology is committed to reinventing energy efficiency by offering smart
products that work together as integrated systems that enhance quality of life in an
ultra-efficient and environmentally friendly manner. For more information, visit
www.boschheatingandcooling.com

About the Bosch Group:
The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly
360,000 associates worldwide (as of April 1, 2015). The company
generated sales of 49 billion euros ($54 billion US) in 2014.* Its operations are
divided into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology,
Consumer Goods, and Energy and Building Technology. The Bosch Group
comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 440 subsidiary and regional
companies in some 60 countries. Including its sales and service partners, Bosch is represented in roughly 150 countries. This worldwide development, manufacturing, and sales
network is the foundation for further growth. In 2014, Bosch applied for some 4,600 patents
worldwide. The Bosch Group’s strategic objective is to create solutions for a connected life.
Bosch improves quality of life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and
spark enthusiasm. In short, Bosch creates technology that is “Invented for life.”
Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com and www.bosch-press.com,
http://twitter.com/BoschPresse.
*The sales figure disclosed for 2014 does not include the former joint ventures BSH Bosch
und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH (now BSH Hausgeräte GmbH) and ZF Lenksysteme
GmbH (now Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH), which have since been taken over
completely.
Exchange Rate 1 EUR = $1.11 US.
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